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52’ & 90’

A cold case following the most enigmatic heroine of the Middle Ages. TRAILER

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_JEANNE_D_ARC
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17182298-ASSEMBLY.mp4
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C R I M E  &  I N V E S T I G AT I O N S

TRAILER3x52’

Mafias and Banks: two 
opposite worlds. They share 
the same taste for luxury, 
risk, and easy money yet they 
despise and fear each other 
and are both inextricably tied 
to the government.

December 2023

Prod: Yami2 & Arte France

PDF3x52’

Little is known about the 
Chinese triads, the world’s 
most influential mafias. 
Thanks to exclusive interviews 
with key protagonists, this in-
depth thriller investigation 
takes us right into the heart 
of the world’s most powerful 
criminal organization, to reveal 
its far-reaching influence on 
geopolitics and economy.

December 2023

Prod: Yami2 & Arte France

CLICK TO SEE 
THE COLLECTION

3x52’

A unique international 
investigation into how 
the system set up by the 
oligarchs and closely tied to 
the control of Russian oil and 
gas, corrupted global finance 
on Vladimir Putin’s orders to 
serve his revenge against the 
West. Discover four decades 
of Russian economic and 
financial history, through the 
rise and fall of the oligarchs.

December 2024

Prod: Yami2 & Arte France

4x35’ & 2x52’

A thriller-like documentary 
based on an incredible true 
story, mixing Cold War, new 
weapons, and worldwide 
geopolitical intrigues. More 
than 500 U.S. diplomats 
and intelligence officers are 
suffering from frightening 
symptoms known as “The 
Thing”. A unique investigation 
with exclusive interviews.

October 2024

Prod: Brotherfilms & Canal+

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MAFIAS_ET_BANQUES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16276598-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_TRIADES_CHINOISES_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/230405_TRIADS_Pitch_deck_VA_avril_2023.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/catalog/CRIME%20COLLECTION.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/catalog/CRIME%20COLLECTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OLIGARQUES_RUSSES___COMMENT_ILS_ONT_COROMPUS_L_OCCIDENT__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/THE_THING__L_ENNEMI_INVISIBLE_QUI_FRAPPE_L_AMERIQUE
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C U R R E N T  A F FA I R S

52’ & 90’

Every 5 seconds, a BILLY 
bookcase is sold. But the 
staggering figures of the 
Swedish brand have a 
cost: they depend on the 
uncontrolled exploitation of 
wood and human labor. A 
unique investigation, tracking 
the production line of the 
furniture giant.

January 2024

Prod: Disclose Films
& Arte France

PDF52’ & 90’

Organic farming is becoming 
increasingly mechanized and 
globalized. An international 
investigation inside the 
organic industry, filmed with 
hidden cameras and revealing 
the first in-depth study on 
the exact composition of the 
biopesticides produced by 
agrochemical giants.

March 2024

Prod: STP Productions
& Arte France

TRAILER52’, 90’ & 2x52’

An incredible investigation 
following a cry for help written 
in Mandarin and hidden in the 
instructions for a pregnancy 
test purchased in France. This 
investigation takes us to the 
very heart of China and its 
prison factories.

Prod: Dream Way Productions 
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

At the very heart of the uprising 
in Iran, this investigation 
follows the current events 
closely and goes over the 
multiple stages of this political 
revolution, by giving voice 
to actors of the movement 
and opponents in exile. The 
outcome is unknown, but 
people are fighting for a 
peaceful democracy and the 
end of the theocratic regime.

Prod: Artline & Arte France

MOVIE2x52’

The incredible and untold story 
of the invention, development 
and improvement of China’s 
surveillance and repression 
system over the decades. 
A new light on China’s 
totalitarian power following 
the 20th National Congress of 
the Chinese Communist Party.

Prod: Yami2 & Arte France

MOVIE52’

At a time when Lebanon is 
going through one of its most 
acute existential crises, we 
look back at the history of 
Hezbollah, a controversial 
party supported by Iran. An 
inside account that includes 
unpublished testimonies of 
the Shiite fighters themselves.

Prod: Memento & Arte GEIE

file:
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AGRICULTURE_BIOLOGIQUE__LA_CRISE_DE_CONFIANCE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/THE_DARK_SIDE_OF_ORGANIC_FARMING.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LETTRE_CHINOISE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17071188-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/IRAN___FEMME__VIE__LIBERTE__LA_REVOLUTION_QUI_VIENT
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23143&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_CAMPS__SECRET_DU_POUVOIR_CHINOIS_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21010&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LIBAN_AU_COEUR_DU_HEZBOLLAH
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23221&selectedLanguage=en
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S C I E N C E S

MOVIE52’ & 90’

Since its discovery 60  years 
ago, researchers have 
succeeded in exploiting the 
resources of messenger 
RNA, up to its use in the 
development of COVID-19 
vaccines. RNA is opening the 
way to revolutionary therapies.

Prod: Découpages & Arte France

MOVIE4x52’

Their projects are very concrete, 
sometimes confidential, often 
breathtaking, always optimistic 
and will revolutionize our 
health. Everywhere, researchers 
and innovators are inventing 
our future.

Prod: Effervescence Doc 
& Canal+

MOVIE52’

In the depths of our solar 
system, a planet 5 times more 
massive than planet Earth 
and so far from the Sun that 
it would take 10,000 years 
to orbit the star. Does this 
mysterious Planet 9 really 
exist? A fascinating research 
forces us to reconsider the 
genesis of our solar system.

Prod: Look at sciences
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

Follow the first 12 months 
into the heart of the Martian 
conquest, of the extraordinary 
robot Perseverance, with the 
mission to explore the surface 
of Mars to find traces of past 
life.

4K

Prod: Les gens biens 
productions & Arte France

4K

MOVIE52’

What goes on in our brains for 
us to become so “addicted” to 
our favorite apps? Welcome 
to the wonderful world of 
dopamine, a molecule whose 
function has been hijacked 
by the tech industry in order 
to capture our attention and 
make sure we’re “hooked“.

Prod: Les Bons Clients
& Arte France

PDF52’

Our sense of smell has greater 
power than most people think! 
By studying how this key sense 
can be restored in people with 
COVID-19, this film introduces 
us to the extraordinary power, 
versatility, and crucial role of 
the human sense of smell, so 
often underestimated.

February 2024

Prod: Découpages & Arte France

4K

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_revolutions_de_l_ARN_messager
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22002&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_ECLAIREURS_DE_LA_GUERISON
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20338&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_9eme_Planete
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=9615&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Une_annee_sur_Mars_avec_Perseverance
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18527&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Dopamine__comment_les_applis_piegent_notre_cerveau
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20513&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ODORAT___A_LA_RECHERCHE_DU_SENS_PERDU
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_Odorat_OK__27.12.2022_.pdf
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S P O RT

52’MOVIE

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VENUS_ET_SERENA_CES_ICONES_QUE_L_AMERIQUE_NE_VOULAIT_PAS_VOIR
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22663&selectedLanguage=en
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W I L D L I F E  &  D I S COV E RY

MOVIE43’ & 52’

A unique documentary on 
the island of Madagascar, the 
world’s largest chameleon 
concentration, revealing 
incredible never-before-
seen scenes and behaviors 
showcasing their incredible 
abilities: camouflage, 
peripheral vision, catapult 
tongue, etc.

4K

Prod: Les films en vrac,
Pôles Prductions & Arte GEIE

MOVIE52’

Ants have an incredible form 
of collective intelligence. 
Between narration and 
sensational shots, this film 
offers an immersive micro-
dive into the heart of the 
Guianese jungle to reveal the 
mysteries of an extraordinary 
society. 

4K

Prod: Les films en vrac
& Arte GEIE

MOVIE52’

A unique ecological story 
of 2 incredible women who 
devoted their lives to saving 
Kenyan elephant calves. A 
rescue mission that benefits 
the whole community while 
also empowering women. An 
unprecedented immersion to 
discover never-before-seen 
images of this fantastic place 
and these majestic animals.

Prod: Les Protagonistes 
Productions & Arte France

MOVIE5x52’

Every culture creates its own 
rituals to face the stages that 
punctuate our lives (being 
born, growing up, seducing, 
bonding and dying), and each 
episode of this series will focus 
on 2 different cultures and 
their different or similar way to 
handle it.

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

TRAILER4x43’ & 4x52’

From the shoals and seagrass 
beds of Zanzibar, Tanzania, to 
the dunes and lagoons of the 
Wadden Sea, Germany, take a 
closer look into the unknown 
and tumultuous lives of 
shoreline creatures around 
the globe as they struggle to 
survive.

Prod: One Planet & Arte France

4K

PDF3x52’

This trilogy explores the 
depth of the physical and 
spiritual connection between 
3 nomadic tribes of Mongolia 
and animals. In each film, 
the protagonist returns to the 
wilderness and bonds with a 
sacred animal to find a way 
to solve their inner conflict 
between modernity and 
tradition.

4K Early 2024

Prod: Les Gens Biens Production 
& Arte France

4K December 2023

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_GRAND_CARNAVAL_DES_CAMELEONS_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18709&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_JUNGLE_AUX_FOURMIS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22008&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/La_gardienne_des_elephants__titre_provisoire_
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20981&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VIVRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20823
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VIE_SECRETE_DES_RIVAGES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15398877-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ENTRE_CIEL_ET_TERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ENTRE_CIEL_ET_TERRE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Entre_Ciel_et_terre_-_anglais.pdf
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W I L D L I F E  &  D I S COV E RY

MOVIE52’

Follow the footsteps of 
an international mission 
developing groundbreaking 
solutions to save the 
Great Barrier Reef and its 
9,000 unique species from 
destruction.

Prod: Les Gens Biens Production 
& Arte GEIE

TRAILER52’

Follow the work and 
innovations of a unique 
international research center, 
located in the middle of the 
Amazon rainforest, that uses 
the fauna and flora to find 
concrete solutions to local and 
global issues: pollution, water 
treatment, energy, medicine, 
etc.

MOVIE418x13’

Far from the frenzy of urban 
life, this series is an invitation 
to enjoy the simple pleasure 
of traveling around the world 
to discover places that inspired 
great artists, resulting in an 
exchange between a land, a 
town, a landscape and a work 
of art.

Prod: Elephant & Arte France

MOVIE25x32’ & 25x52’

Dream travels, unusual 
encounters and exciting 
stories, this series shows 
you the world and provides 
insights into the lives and 
work of exceptional men and 
women across the globe.

Prod: Medien Kontor 
& Arte GEIE

MOVIE5x52’

From India to the Bijagos 
archipelago, discover the 
world’s last matriarchies 
through the stories of the 
women who run them. Each of 
the 5 films of this collection is 
an immersion in one of these 
societies, through the eyes of a 
woman.

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

MOVIE43’ & 52’

An immersion in the heart of 
the mountain wildlife. Each 
episode follows an animal 
living in a specific landscape’s 
altitude: the wild cat, the bear 
and the eagle, from the lowest 
to the top! 

Prod: Bellota Films & Arte GEIE

best of

4K

Prod: Backstory media 
& Arte France

NEW SEASON 25

NEW EPISODE

4K

4K

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_GRANDE_BARRIERE_DE_CORAIL_-_EPISODE_BEST-OF
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23781
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EQUATEUR__LE_PARI_D_UNE_AMAZONIE_DURABLE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-221176-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/INVITATION_AU_VOYAGE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=7534&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19481&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TERRES_DES_FEMMES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23863&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_PYRENEES_SECRETES_-_52__BEST_OF
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20326&selectedLanguage=en
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W I L D L I F E  &  D I S COV E RY

MOVIE3x52’

This stunning series reveals 
the breathtaking beauty of 
never-before-filmed nature 
and wildlife sites around 
the world and the quests to 
protect them.

4K

Prod: French Connection 
& Arte GEIE

TRAILER4x43’ & 4x52’

A stunning series that 
takes you along the most 
beautiful and vast corridor 
of life in the Rockies. 
Discover groudbreaking 
local conservation initiatives 
designed to preserve the 
”iconic four”: bison, grizzly, 
caribou and wolf.

4K November 2023

Prod: La Compagnie des Taxi-
brousse & Arte France

TRAILER5x43’

A thrilling dive into the secrets 
of 5 of the most visited 
European heritage emblems 
and their breathtaking, 
unexpected, and diversified 
wildlife. This ambitious series 
is an amazing immersion in the 
heart of incredible ecosystems, 
with the people who preserve 
it every day.

4K May 2024

Prod: Le Cinquième Rêve, 
Doclights & Arte GEIE

NEW EPISODES

MOVIE52’

You have always thought that 
fish were mute, amnesiac, 
or insensitive to pain? Well 
you’re wrong. Scientists are 
discovering that fish have 
astonishing cognitive abilities, 
a hectic social life, and even 
emotions. What if, fish were 
not so stupid after all? An 
investigation that takes place 
in the heart of the sea…

Prod: Les films d’ici 
& Arte France

CLICK TO SEE 
THE COLLECTION

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19994&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_CORRIDOR_SAUVAGE_DES_ROCHEUSES_-_DE_YELLOWSTONE_AU_YUKON_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-16602935-SERIES.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/WILD_SECRETS_OF_EUROPE_HERITAGE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17225491-SERIES.mp4
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/catalog/WILDLIFE%20AND%20DISCOVERY%20COLLECTION.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DES_POISSONS_PAS_SI_CONS__
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23119&selectedLanguage=en
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/catalog/WILDLIFE%20AND%20DISCOVERY%20COLLECTION.pdf
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H I S TO RY

MOVIE52’ & 90’

A very personal and decidedly 
political portrait of the Iron 
Lady who left the greatest 
mark on the UK, alongside 
Queen Elizabeth II. Archives 
and interviews are enriched 
by songs from this period 
that really help understand 
the social atmosphere of that 
time.

Prod: Hauteville Productions & 
Arte France

MOVIE52’

The poignant and little-known 
story of the military avant-
garde founded by Nelson 
Mandela, through the stories of 
former members of uMkhonto 
weSizwe. The ”peaceful” end 
of apartheid could almost 
make us forget that it was 
preceded by a struggle to the 
death.

Prod: Temps Noir & Arte France

MOVIE2x52’

Discover the evolution of 
modern China, through 150 
years of history and key figures 
like Empress Cixi, Mao Zedong 
and Jack Ma. The country lost 
its leadership position, then 
bounced back to soon become 
the most powerful country in 
the world.

Prod: Program33 &  Arte France

MOVIE52’

The remarkable life of 
businessman royalty Henry 
Ford unveiled for the first time 
with the highest historical 
accuracy through this archive-
driven documentary. A self-
made man who revolutionized 
industry production with wild 
and controversial ambitions 
and changed the face of 
America in the 20th century.

Prod: Pernel Media &  France 5

MOVIE3x52’

10% of the wealthiest 
Americans own 80% of the 
country’s resources. This 
film dissects the capitalist 
storytelling that helped 
perpetuate the American 
Dream for over 150 years, from 
Rockefeller to Bezos. 

Prod: La Générale de Production 
& Arte France

PDF52’

The life of the most 
outstanding chess player of 
our time resembles a detective 
story in a Soviet atmosphere. 
He’s no longer just a spectator 
on the political chessboard, the 
king he wants to bring down is 
now called Vladimir Putin...

Prod: Hide Park & Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Thatcher_L_inoxydable
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22064&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MK_L_ARMEE_DE_MANDELA
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21163&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MERVEILLES_DE_LA_NATURE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=17824&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_FORD
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=24273
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EVANGILE_DE_LA_RICHESSE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=15475
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_EVANGILE_DE_LA_RICHESSE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KASPAROV___L_AFFRANCHI
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_Kasparov_DossierAnglais_3Fevrier_compressed.pdf
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H I S TO RY

MOVIE52’, 90’ & 2 X 45’

200 years ago, Champollion 
”cracked” the hieroglyph 
code. Follow a scientific 
investigation to discover 
this mysterious writing and 
embark on a new expedition to 
the largest tomb in Egypt.

Prod: Bleu Kobalt & FTV

MOVIE52’ & 90’

Today, the Louvre Museum 
picks up where the 
Egyptologist Auguste Mariette 
left off in 1850! Join a team 
of archeologists and get 
exclusive access to (re)discover 
the Serapeum tomb of the Bull 
Apis, one of the most sacred 
place in Saqqara, Egypt.

4K

Prod: Iliad Productions
& Arte France

MOVIE52’ & 90’

A new perpective on the 
Holocaust revealing the 
role of the ghettos in the 
extermination of the Jewish 
community. This deeply 
moving documentary is based 
on the recent exhumation and 
translation of diaries unveiling 
everyday life in the ghettos.

Prod: Pernel Media 
& Arte France

52’

The Slánský trial analyzed 
through rare and restored 
images. A tragic episode of 
the Cold War, where 14 high-
ranking Communist officials, 
most of whom were Jewish, 
were accused of imaginary 
crimes, leading to 11 deaths 
and 3 life sentences.

Prod: Pernel Media 
& Arte France

MOVIE52’ & 90’

One of the greatest pharaonic 
sites rescue story told with 
amazing 3D reconstructions 
and the best worldwide 
experts! This international 
operation was carried out to 
prevent the temple from being 
submerged in the 70s after 
Nasser Dam’s construction. 

Prod: Sequana Media 
Productions & NDR

MOVIE52’ & 90’

Where did the Inca people 
come from, how were they 
organized, and why did they 
disappear so suddenly? 10 
years of recent archeological 
research has allowed us to 
uncover another truth that 
contradicts history books 
which were based on The 
Conquistadors‘ point of view.

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

4K 4K

MOVIE

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_DERNIERS_SECRETS_DES_HIEROGLYPHES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18567&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/egypte___le_tombeau_des_taureaux_sacres
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=7150&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_SHOAH_DES_GHETTOS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23167&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_PROCES_DE_PRAGUE_1952
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OPERATION__PHILAE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=10400&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EMPIRE_INCA___UN_GEANT_SE_DEVOILE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=10542&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=24212
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H I S TO RY

MOVIE52’

Following the unusual 
itinerary of a Franco-Belgian 
family who lived in Japan from 
1925 to 1945, this film sheds 
light on a complex period of 
the hardening of the regime, 
when Japan turned into a war 
machine.

Prod: Kami Productions
& Arte France

PDF52’

After WWII, Japan was the only 
country to renounce the use of 
armed force under American 
protection. However, today, 
faced with rising tensions in 
Asia, Japan is moving towards 
remilitarization against public 
opinion.

November 2023

Prod: Kino Presse & Arte GEIE

TRAILER52’ & 90’

She changed the course of 
history: a cold case following 
the most enigmatic heroine of 
the Middle Ages. Dive into her 
epic rise and spectacular fall, 
with 3D animations and never-
before-seen documents of her 
rehabilitation trial.

Prod: Program33 & FTV

TRAILER52’ & 90’ 

A unique and fascinating 
animated biopic about the 
legendary French Emperor 
Napoleon, and his mission to 
defy death. From the enemy 
bullets from the Pont d’Arcole 
to the poison of a suicide 
attempt, Napoleon forged the 
image of an invincible being. 
The final battle against death, 
on St. Helena, will be the 
pinnacle of his glory.

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

PDF4x52’

Discover the history of 
European peasants, from the 
6th century to the present day, 
in a 4-part series that travels 
the European countryside 
following the traces of its 
hidden history, which has long 
remained unwritten.

March 2024

Prod: Les films d’ici 
& Arte France

December 2023

PDF52’

Join a team of specialists as 
they follow the footsteps of 
Elam, an ancient civilization 
from the southwestern part 
of the Iranian plateau. Crack 
their mysterious inscriptions, 
hitherto undeciphered, and 
discover the greatest secrets 
of one of the first writings in 
history!

March 2024

Prod: Les films d’ici
& Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_FRANCAIS_DE_L_ERE_SHOWA__1925-1947_
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21115
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JAPON_LA_FIN_DE_L_UTOPIE_PACIFISTE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOSSIER_REDUIT_JAPON_03.10.2023__002_.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_MYSTERE_JEANNE_D_ARC
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-17182298-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KASPAROV___L_AFFRANCHI
https://medias-distribution.lab.arte.tv/movies/EDI-15223473-ASSEMBLY.mp4
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_TEMPS_DES_PAYSANS_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOSSIER_REDUIT_CORRECTION_A_HISTORY_OF_EUROPEAN_RURAL_LIFE.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_aventuriers_des_signes_perdus
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_court__17.11.2022__-_THE_RAIDERS_OF_THE_LOST_SYMBOLS.pdf
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H I S TO RY

52’

80,000 photographs taken during 
the Glorious Thirties that turned the 
American Dream into a nightmare.

TRAILER 4K

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/THE_DOCUMERICA_PROJECT_-_PORTRAIT_D_UNE_NATION_AU_BORD_DE_L_ABiME
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/movies/EDI-218625-ONEOFF_ONLY.mp4
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A RT  &  C U LT U R E

MOVIE52’

The Versace empire as you 
have never seen it before! 
Uncover the success story 
of the most famous Italian 
fashion house through the 
incredible story of the siblings 
who created it. In the Versace 
family, glory and tragedy are 
intrinsically intertwined.

Prod: Incognita Doc & Arte GEIE

MOVIE52’

An exclusive deep dive into 
the secrets of creation behind 
the House of Boucheron and 
its perennial modernity for 
over a century and a half. The 
2 women at the head of the 
company are rethinking luxury 
by proposing creative and 
innovative collections, far from 
the traditional codes of high 
jewelry. 

Prod: Slow Production

MOVIE4&26’

The imaginary worlds of 
fantasy irrigate literature, 
cinema, video and role-playing 
games. Illustrator John Howe, 
the concept artist of The Lord 
of the Rings series, takes us on 
a wonderful 4-part journey to 
discover the artists who have 
crafted fantasy.

Prod: Westdeutscher Rundfunk 
& Cergio Films

MOVIE52’

A thrilling investigation into 
the (tree) root of Van Gogh’s 
last painting… A happy 
accident that leads us to find 
the original and untouched 
landscape that inspired 
Vincent, right before he killed 
himself.

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

MOVIE52’

The Jean-Paul Gaultier 
Couture show by Olivier 
Rousteing from Balmain 
marks the meeting of 2 of the 
greatest contemporary fashion 
designers. A 360-degree 
view of the creation of this 
exceptional collection, which 
will go down in fashion history.

Prod: Bangumi & FTV

MOVIE52’

The exceptional success 
story of today’s most famous 
fashion designers, told 
through 10 years of exclusive 
archives and backstage images 
of his latest fashion show. 
Jacquemus’ magnificent 
catwalk scenographies flood 
the press and social media. 
Worshipped by international 
stars, he is often compared to 
Jean Paul Gaultier in the 80s.

Prod: Bangumi & FTV

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VERSACE___UNE_FRATERIE_DES_TRAGEDIES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22325&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BOUCHERON_-_REPOUSSER_LES_LIMITES
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23396&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AUX_SOURCES_DE_LA_FANTASY_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22993&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RACINES___ENQUETE_SUR_LE_DERNIER_TABLEAU_DE_VINCENT_VAN_GOGH
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19547&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OLIVIER_ROUSTEING_INTERPRETE_JEAN_PAUL_GAULTIER
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=21127&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SIMON_PORTE_JACQUEMUS__LE_PRINCE_DE_PARIS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=24034
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C I N E M A  I CO N S

MOVIE52’ & 60’

2 times winner of the Palme 
d’Or, Ken Loach is one of 
the greatest contemporary 
filmmakers. This documentary 
shows in a punk and rebellious 
tone how Loach uses cinema 
as a political tool to advocate 
for a more just society.

Prod: MDAM & France 5

MOVIE52’

Over the years, Oscar winner 
Nicole Kidman, became both a 
pop culture icon and a complex 
dramatic actress. Her career is 
a unique body of work that 
mirrors her personal life, which 
is more political than it might 
seem.

Prod: Little Big Story 
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

Not only a theater icon, but 
also a television and a film 
star, the very feminist and 
English Helen Mirren and her 
brilliant career have been 
impressing the world since the 
1960s. Uncategorizable, she is 
the only winner of the “Triple 
Crown of Acting”.

Prod: MDAM & Arte GEIE

MOVIE52’

As the first woman to have 
won the Academy Award for 
Best Director, obsessed with 
the violence that underlies all 
of her cinematographic work, 
Kathryn Bigelow’s portrait also 
tells a story of violence in the 
United States.

Prod: Les Batelières Productions   
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

Film producer Samuel 
Goldwyn was one of 
Hollywood’s first moguls. This 
Polish immigrant became 
a cinema legend, thanks to 
his role in the creation of the 
renowned Metro Goldwyn 
Meyer. A 20th-century epic 
that describes the behind-
the-scenes story of the birth of 
Hollywood’s Golden Age.

Prod: Les films d’un jour & OCS

MOVIE52’

The first movie on Kim 
Novak, her career, and her 
emancipation from the 
Hollywood system, with the 
exclusive participation of 
the actress herself. An echo 
with the #MeToo movement. 
Discover the unforgettable 
heroine of Alfred Hitchcock’s 
masterpiece Vertigo.  

Prod: Tangerine Productions 
& Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KEN_LOACH_OU_L_ESTHETIQUE_DE_LA_REBELLION
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=22191&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NICOLE_KIDMAN___LES_YEUX_GRAND_OUVERTS
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19350&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HELEN_MIRREN___UNE_FEMME_PUISSANTE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=20957&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Kathryn_Bigelow_-_Lady_Violence
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=18195&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SAM_GOLDWYN_LA_LEGENDE_D_HOLLYWOOD
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23372&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KIM_NOVAK___LA_REVANCHE_D_UNE_BLONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19033&selectedLanguage=en
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C I N E M A  I CO N S

MOVIE52’

As a popular icon of the 
1980s and 1990s and a comic 
genius, Eddie Murphy is back 
after a 25-year hiatus. Today, 
he appears as a pioneer who 
revolutionized the image of 
African-Americans and opened 
many doors for his community.

Prod: Agat Films Ex Nihilo
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

Whether you like him or 
not, whether he arouses 
admiration, perplexity or 
laughter, Jean-Claude Van 
Damme’s life is an uncredible 
and unconventional adventure 
from Belgium to Hollywood 
Hills.

Prod: Flair Production 
& Arte GEIE

MOVIE52’

Martin Scorsese is the 
unchallenged master of the 
cinematic quest for Italian-
American identity. He has 
etched the cinematic image 
of the Sicilian mafiosi and 
the reality of America with 
incredible actors like Di Caprio 
and De Niro.

Prod: Haut & Court 
& Arte France

MOVIE52’

She worked with the greatest 
cinema masters: Buñuel, 
Mastroiani, Lellouche... Thanks 
to interviews, the film guides 
us through her career with the 
filmmakers alongside whom 
she invented herself and 
worked not to be just a “cold 
blonde actress”.

Prod: 10.7 Productions 
& Arte France

PDF52’

The rise and fall story of a 
troubling and fragile actor 
who would eventually be 
recognized for his talent. The 
case of Mickey Rourke is a real 
turning point in the way men 
have portrayed themselves in 
American cinema.

November 2023

Prod: Acqua Alta & OCS

PDF52’

30 years after Basic Instinct, 
Sharon Stone is still 
stigmatized for her role as a 
sexual psychopath. But the 
Oscar nominee has always 
fought against domination. A 
new light on this empowered 
actress, who has overcome 
trauma in her plight for 
independence.

April 2024

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/EDDIE_MURPHY___UN_PRINCE_A_HOLLYWOOD_OU_LE_PRINCE_NOIR_DE_L_HUMOUR
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=23041&selectedLanguage=en
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JEAN-CLAUDE_LA_VIE_DE_VAN_DAMME
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19356&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MARTIN_SCORSESE__L_ITALO-AMeRICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=19368
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CATHERINE_DENEUVE___A_SON_IMAGE_3
https://distribution.arte.tv/displayVideo.action?programId=25066&selectedLanguage=fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MICKEY_ROURKE___L_HOMME_BLESSe
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_OK__16.08.2022__-_Mickey_Rourke.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/SHARON_STONE___L_INSTINCT_DE_SURVIE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Sharon_Stone_-_dossier_court_ENG.pdf
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CO M I N G  N E X T. . .

PDF52’ & 90’

A new light on the 
unprecedented economic and 
financial crisis in Lebanon, 
jeopardizing the Middle East’s 
stability. Major financial 
institutions are ready to help 
the country get back on its 
feet, but endemic corruption is 
wiping out any hope of finding 
a solution.

May 2024

Prod: Brainworks & Arte France

PDF52’ & 90’

Algorithms and data are the 
new weapons in the war that 
is being waged between the 
major world powers. This film 
reveals what lies behind the 
TikTok’s lightning rise. 

December 2024

Prod: Morgane Production
& Arte France

PDF10x26’

By the producers of the 
acclaimed series The Great 
Greek Myths, this series unveils 
the essence of Nordic tales 
which are based on ancient 
texts. These Nordic legends 
gave birth to the biggest hits 
in popular culture: Tolkien’s 
The Lord of the Rings, Marvel’s 
Thor...

April 2024

Prod: Rosebud Productions
& Arte France

PDF52’ & 90’

A unique and fascinating 
documentary at the heart 
of ongoing investigations 
into child sexual abuse, with 
key players and experts in 
cybercrime. Every day, millions 
of sexual predators log on to 
the Internet, while children 
spend more and more time 
online.

July 2024

Prod: Memento & Arte France

PDF2x52’

Our brain constantly simplifies 
reality, opening the door to 
false logical thought patterns: 
cognitive biases. These 
intuitive mechanisms create 
errors of judgment affecting 
individual and societal 
behaviors thus giving birth to 
fake news.

September 2024

Prod: Hauteville Productions
& Arte France

52’ & 90’

Researchers are delving into 
the grimoires of the brilliant 
medieval Arab civilization to 
find treatments for infectious 
diseases. Over a 1000 years 
ago, Arabic scientists initiated 
modern pharmacy by bringing 
together knowledge from 
Ancient history and faraway 
lands, then experimenting and 
enriching it.

January 2025

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LIBAN__LE_CASSE_DU_SIECLE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/LIBAN_THE_HEIST_OF_THE_CENTURY_SHORT_ENG_06.09.2023.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TIK_TOK_OU_LA_GUERRE_MONDIALE_DES_DONNEES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_-TIK_TOK_DATA_WARS_-_02.08.23.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_GRANDS_MYTHES_NORDIQUES
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/DOSSIER_GREAT_NORDIC_MYTHS.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_FLeAU_DE_LA_PeDOCRIMINALITe_SUR_INTERNET
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/Dossier_court_CYBERPEDOCRIMINALITE_ANGLAIS_DOSS_REDUIT_29.09.2023.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/VOTRE_CERVEAU_VOUS_JOUE_DES_TOURS_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_OK__20.07.2022__-_Votre_cerveau_vous_joue_des_tours.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_age_d_or_de_la_medecine_arabe
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CO M I N G  N E X T. . .

10x26’

Discover the most remarkable 
and amazing markets on 
the planet. From the camel 
market in Mauritania, to the 
esoteric market of Mexico, 
they are the last bastions 
of countries’ customs and 
cultures. This series takes 
you to 10 destinations for an 
anthropological and cultural 
dive.

4K January 2024

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

PDF52’

AMI is one of the biggest 
brands and names in the 
fashion industry. A unique dive 
into the creation process of 
Alexandre Mattiussi’s (founder 
of AMI) new collection. Over 
the past 13 years, he has 
conquered the world, bringing 
French icons such as Catherine 
Deneuve and Carla Bruni to the 
catwalk.   

June 2024

Prod: Electron Libre Productions  
& Paris Premiere

PDF52’

Internationally acclaimed at 
only 22, thanks to her role 
in Titanic, top success in 
cinema history, Kate Winslet 
has forged her own path by 
choosing roles of complex 
women that defy the cliché of 
the young romantic heroine 
that Hollywood offers her.   

June 2024

Prod: Une Prod à Soi
& Arte France

PDF3x17’ & 52’

Will NFT change art by 
stimulating creativity or is it 
just a new avatar of unbridled 
capitalism? With NFTs, 
everything is moving very fast 
and changes from one week to 
the next. This documentary is 
a prophecy, an exploration of 
possible futures.

February 2024

Prod: Talweg & Arte France

PDF3x20’ & 52’

Thanks to the Internet which 
helped spread stand up 
comedy internationally, this 
popular form of humor has 
become the prism through 
which contemporary issues 
are seen: in the abundance of 
identities, a global movement 
challenges the established 
order.

February 2024

Prod: Temps Noir & Arte France

52’ & 90’

A journey into Gene Kelly’s 
world, genius dancer, 
choreographer and director for 
whom dance was a political 
commitment. This nobody 
from the American ghettos, 
imbued with the values of the 
American Dream, was able 
to forge his own path and 
create iconic works such as An 
American in Paris and Singin’ in 
the Rain.

October  2024

Prod: TSVP & Arte France

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MARCHES_DU_MONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ALEXANDRE_MATTIUSSI___NAISSANCE_D_UNE_COLLECTION
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_Dossier_court_-_AMI_Alexandre_Mattiussi_-_02.08.2023.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/KATE_WINSLET___EN_TOUTE_LIBERTE
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_dossier_court_-_Kate_Winslet_-_02.08.2023.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/NFT___CHAOS_DANS_LE_MARCHe_DE_L_ART
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/ENG_NFT.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STAND-UP__LA_RAGE_DE_RIRE_1
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/b2bstorage.arte.tv/files/STAND_UP_laughing_therapy.pdf
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/GENE_KELLY__LA_VOIX_DE_L_AMERIQUE
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https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ROMANTISME

